
TIME -- ESSAY TOPICS 

Christian Loew 

Instructions. Your essay has to be on ONE of the following four topics. It has to be between 
2000-3000 words long (you will need to write very concisely). 

  

TOPIC 1. Theories of Time. Defend one of the theories of time that Kristie Miller mentions 
in her article “Presentism, Eternalism, and the Growing Block.” Specifically, identify what 
you take to be the most serious problem for the view and reply to it. 

Your essay should address the following points: 

• A concise explanation of the theory you are going to defend; 
• an initial motivation of the view (why is this view worth being taken seriously?). 
• A statement of the main problem for the view and why it is serious. 
• What you take to be the best available solution to the problem. 

Additional literature: 

• Draw from at least one text that we did not discuss in class (for example, an article 
mentioned by Kristie Miller or Barry Dainton). 

  

TOPIC 2. The Arrow of Time. In “On the Origins of the Arrow of Time,” Huw Price argues 
that the low entropy past of our universe is in need of explanation. In a reply article, Craig 
Callender argues that the initial low entropy past does not need to be explained. In your 
essay, describe the main disagreement between Price and Callender. Why do they arrive at 
different conclusions? 

Your essay should address the following points: 

• A concise statement of what the puzzle about the low entropy past is: What does it 
mean that the past has low-entropy? And why might one think that this condition 
needs to be explained? 

• A Summary of Price’s main argument for why low entropy needs to be explained. 
• A summary of Callender’s criticism. 
• An analysis of what their disagreement is ultimately about. 

Additional Literature: 

• Callender, C. (2004) “There is no Puzzle about the Low Entropy Past,” in: C. Hitchcock 
(ed.) Contemporary Debates in the Philosophy of Science. Malden, MA, 240-256. (If 
you cannot find the paper, email me!) 



  

TOPIC 3. Time Travel. In her paper “What Time Travelers Cannot Do,” Kadri Vihvelin 
criticizes David Lewis’s solution to the so-called ‘Grandfather Paradox’ for time travel. In 
your paper, explain Lewis’s solution and Vihvelin’s reply. Who is right? 

Your essay should address the following points: 

• An explanation of the grandfather paradox; 
• Lewis’s solution to the grandfather paradox; 
• Vihvelin’s criticism of Lewis’s solution and her own position; 
• An evaluation of whether Vihvelin’s criticism succeeds. 

Additional Literature: 

• Vihvelin, K. (1996) “What Time Travelers Cannot Do,” Philosophical Studies 81: 315–
330. 

  

TOPIC 4. Value Asymmetry. Suhler and Callender offer an explanation of the so-called 
‘Temporal Value Asymmetry’. Explain Suhler’s and Callender’s account as well as Hare’s 
criticism of it (in his article ‘The Emotional Asymmetry’). Is Hare’s criticism successful? Is 
there anything Suhler and Callender could reply? 

Your essay should address the following points: 

• Explain the Temporal Value Asymmetry; 
• Explain the account of it by Suhler and Callender; 
• Explain Hare’s criticism; 
• Assess the criticism and what could be replied. 

Additional Literature: 

• You don’t have to use any literature apart from the articles we have read in class. 
However, you are free to use other articles as well. 

 


